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Introduction

Interagency tructurert often nre cre lye pcob. em

or to attain a parti ttlar goal. This paper analyzeg site Much titrticttlre.

ICES, a 1 oject of intertshipn, Certification, Equity ship and

Support, typical of many lly funded otgaiiizstiono designed Lo

promote soc. tal< change. ICES Implemented Co teat a model, for

inereaning tho number of women holding adult lucrative itions in

tante public flui. An tinder,Itanding of the it ntions

between ucturc havior

planning to implement

In addition, the organization fits t

anarchies and loosely coupled systems. This analysis adds to an under-

this organization in of value to those

etures

of organfzecl

standing of the effects of loose coupling in organizations

p

mpeting

goals, pc Ives and values and unclt .r Led lologies create a basis

for unres. ivable conflict.

The paper briefly describes the research methods used then die-

cusses Project ICES as an organized anarchy.

several structural chart sties promote organi

ttstrates that

participant stress, and inefficiencies. It then examines the effects

of loose coupling as a mechanism, sometimes consciously employed, for

reducing organizational conflict and enabling conflict prone structures

to persist.

Data So

The analysis was developed as par a continuing formative

evaluation of Project ICES and the odel on which it is based. The two

year project is three quarters completed at this time, and a final



yet possinlo.

a in being collected throng p; esetvation. As

coord ator, the author has aCceSR to relevant dog t (e_,F, correspori-

deuce, progress t';, guidelines to pa Vant31 and the p

4y interviews Internsparticipates in t dcc 1:11(

administrators at; is is tr L net with ot'te'r merit

Executive Committee.

I Suppor

)t

xi be

t'ot'et ICES

a project of internships [crtifica tlon, Equity-Leadership,

rem ibles many federally funded truclures designed to effect

social change. The pr t's f '-al goil in La develop and validate a

model to increase the number of aomnen holding administrative positi

it public school sys ems. To accomplish this, the

joins cpresentalives of three agencies -The University of Ransas, the

Kansas Department of 1 ducation, and the United School Administrators

pro ct

(the unhrella organization of mlninistrators ass iations in Kan

in its Executive CO ittee. The Project has a coopc ive relationship

len school districts. 'rho cooperating districts selected one or two

(depending on size of district) women from their teachil g staf

participate in the program, and provide settings where the participants

work as administrative interns for an academic year. In return, the

project pays each intern a salary amounting in most cases to less than

half the annual earnings as a teacher. ICES provides some technical

assistance to the interns and districts, direction in designing the

internships, and some supervision of the interns. The university also
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trains the interns thrangh a comb_ 1 tt io of regal _ com.i - wort', timid

elsriizcd wotkshempa. The pl represent ru

11 town, um ttr,at 41nd1 t.tiburb an nystemo, 1 they are located

the state.

The attention 01 thc3o actorl to foenge on di group of thirteen

We cm prei Le becum t_ict oi admIni3trator. interOn

varied. backgrt ludo and intereeJto, and their g,77s tango f-om late t of nt4.es

LO to At time beginning of the program none had enough 11(1- ln

istrative courses to be elfrible for certtficatLoa while c therts had none.

the pr exhibits ao characteristics of au organized) y--

unclear technology, and fluid p7rticipttidtn. The

emote ngeo 1.rt t state nee t

women will have the opporttmnitl,cn to be hired as school administrators.

problematic goa

prole over&rel

The f -al goal, an stated above, io the d v-lopment validation and

elks #moms ition of a model. Ten accomplish_ these goals, the proj

proposes to achieve a broad range of ob

attitudes of those who hire Administrate-

of qualified applicants, helpi

Lives such an changing

ng women to the pool

n gain sponso , and access to

formal and informal nd networks of educators in the and disseminating

information about the model to rt levant publics in time state and nation.

Participants view these goals differently, objecting to so

ignoring others, and enthusiaoti.cally working toward those that appear

elevant to the needs and expertise. Most participants focus on

goals and activities of direct concern to their own organization. For

example, school administrators attend to activities involving planning



and internships and at int ffL

model.

The t Ihnology,

rein I d

%nolo); to a !Move LI

tiven ire unclear. Ther no univ rIall- accepted and

hod of training

noarch nor prat ti.ct ban

ocular problems and no In of women I plan to enter a nfttl.e -clone

field such ttft ecluc:;tIonil adm ation. There in no guaranteed way

t© I- .reaae women's participation in formal and 1nfc rmtti -ks or

-titudc,' of rehool .-' members and the public toward women

nil

male or female,. Neither

shed a cOhtiuiWtPi abOt oVcV In in r tin

in administration. Finally, the people the

varied, The Interns' diffe

of works to

hgrounds and career 8( la require

d p_ rami. Their goals, it tercaLs and skills arc ltkely

to change during course of the project, and such changes will

fatale now ;trrnugcments for the university and school district:a.

Thus the cause and effect relation between many ICES activities and

the project's la and tives a only tentative assumptions.

rticipation is fluid. Many ad involved only

during period when an intern is as signed to thorn. Others participat

only in a few areas or decisions.

Several aspects of the organization promote conflict among

participants. During the first few months of the project, some discord

was evident. A formative evaluation conducted at the half way point of

the first year identified several structural bases for conflict. Theory

Pt dieted and empirical evidence_ suggested that the project was structured
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for conflict. Eirht condi lout which expinIned initInl problems allowed

predict Len of future problems were identifi-1

ana

The diversity of Isis and varI cel persper-ives of the

hy hove been note( %RI% Inttin ly praetion- suspicions of

iVvVAitiw; vVontod a dIvlsion withht the Executive (%uttuttittee.

Bisagreomeni ss most evt,lc nt In one of the first ma choices the

emunitt =the sclec ion of a lire 1 .8a Accommodating

different pers eetives about Cite. kl1 1 of per fill the posit

xLcndcd the hit.] g process. The coordinator- began work five months

pro] t's starting date. This delay had negative consequences,

the coordinator as the only full time prof 1 f umber

d to the pro jeer. Because the coordinator-8 tacks were not being

perfumed, the newly selected interns laid little Imforination about

the project and even less commtnticnticttt from the Executive (otnmILtec.

They ware nf 1 cutout expectations, requirem lts, roles and It

sibilities. As a result many were anxious and expressed dissatisfaction

the project Intern perception of a lack of organ izat -s_ seed

through the first months of the project.

The Liabill. ties of Net

The project in a new organization. Stinchcombe (1965) noted that a

organization, expecially if it involves new organizational forms,

subject to particular "liabilities of newness." Members of new

ganizations must learn new roles without the assistance of former

occupants of their positions. The processes tf inventing and lea
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oles nnd determining the relationship among them involve costs In

time, anxiety, temporary inefficiency and conflict. Until roles are

defined, people who need to know n t be inf TcIni :7

bottlenecks that experience will o create uituattlonr that can

only be solved w.l.th a "perpetual psychology of crisis. Participants

stunt rely on social relationships among sten' 0 and thus trust iii

morc p (811nchcombe, 1965, p. 148) . Until members of the

ct rganizati

11 respond, and they cannot know the strengths and

their colleagues.

Just as the organi nation is attempting

tas kn neccs nary for its long term nn

know one another, they cannot pr'eclict how others

how to work with

t

-nknenueu of

lialt sir -nificant

are lcarrt1

how to perform new tasks, and how '0 manage

structure, Anxiety may be high, temporary inefficiencies may be

costly and frustrating, and interpersonal conflicts may arise. These

ditions fuel the psychology of crisi., which in turn feeds back

and adds to anxiety. It is not surprising that new organizations fail

so of ten.

Temporry_ 0Kgani za tion

Temporary systems often are seen as powerful mechanisms to effect

change in permanent organizations.1 However, not all temporary organ-

lEg. Miles (1964, pp. 437-490). However, the temporary systems
Miles discusses differ in many ways front the ICES model. They tend

to be more limited in time, have clear goals, isolate participants
from their usual activities, and to be limited in space to provide a

high interaction rate among participants.
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izations re able to resolve tTh liabilities of newneE u, ICES is

temp

perman

ary systeus with a lifespan of only two years, and moot parti .pantry

sociated with it for even loos time1 As a result, many tasks that

g nizations might routinize are treated as unique events, to

be dealt with only once in the organization's history. in some cases

particip will not devote time to :structure even record decisions

and reasons for them.

If considerable en are not devoted to str

making, eommunicl.ttlono , and inter ions

decision

the organization will appear

chaotic to participants and observers . Knowledge gained by individuals

may not become organtzattonal lct 0 lodge, and the same problems will recur,

thus exacerbating the psychology of crisis. The project's marginality and

participant role ovcriaod prevent people from spending the time

required to establish ucturn.

Participation in ICES is slot a central activity for the member

organizations. Increasing women's participation in educational

administration is not a major goal for any of these units. Tax

payers do not fund public schools, universities and state departments

of education to provide oatportunities for o en to enter administration.

Members of administrator organizations do not pay dues in order to add

women to their ranks. Individual members of the component organizations

may even oppose that objective.

The member units are organized to accomplish other objectives.

Thus it cannot be expected that participating units will alter their
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ccdnrea dramat 1 to nccotumods te ICES needs. Often ICES will

be subordinate to pressing organizational problems more ctly

related to central. goals. ICES staff are not always likely to think

about cons 3 other organizations face. Ana result, scedul

tivitics may not occur as planned. Those not in direct contact wItlr

the cycles of the sclrc -1 year f rget about monthly schedules of board

meetings, the p s contract negotiations and hiring, and end of the

year stresses. example, a filet between this cycle and the

schedule for planning internships meant that some internship settings

.e not identified before interns left their districts for the su u

This created some ur QC

Overload

Many adcccinistraeors implement_

and the projectcs two associate dig

scary anxiety f those interns.

g the int n'hips in the d

etors experience overload esult

of participation in Project ICES. Their major responsibilities within

their employing institutions demand time and attention. Their duties have

not been decreased in proportion to the time and energy needed to implement

the internships.

This overload is heightened by the extra effort required to overcome

the liabilities of newness and to reduce some of the ambiguity of the

project. As a result, they are rat free to engage in the extensive

formal and informal interaction which could reduce uncertainty about the

project. When individuals face more demands than they can meet, they

tend to resolve such overload by giving priority to tasks that are clearly

defined over those that are unclear and to demands coming from their



immed: te C0-WO1k from ntcarc cli,F; Thu profit'(

margin llty virtually n ires that model. conditions of overload ICES tasks

will be deferred, done hurriedly, or ignr =et

The combination of overload and project marginality in prtioln has

1,d to deferred de 1st nm. When adminlat tors me In the midot of teacher

negotiations, budget planni

ideratfen of disposition of interns. While this has 00i

'Iculties, the delays have been minor irritants for admlnist,rators and

were sources cif anxiety for interns. In larger district there has 1

occasional confusion when interns novo, from one assignment to another

because administrators have not met or conununicated with each otl

Asymmetricalinterdpendence

The inter organizational structure was established under the assumption

they delay

created in :tj

t tasks could not lie accomplished withou

In relation to the ICE

the _operation of all units.

the units are interdependent. However, some

more dependent than -titers. When some units have little incentive to

coordinate, there is potential, for conflict. Other research has shown

such asymmetry leads to resentment among the dependent it divaduals (Dalton,

1959), leads the dependent individuals to make more attempts to influence the

relationship with the independent unit (Walton and Dutton, 1969), or leads

the dependent unit to attempt to interfere with the task performance of the

other unit (Walton and button, 1969). The conflict is greatest between those

who cannot control the interactions or outcomes and those perceived as having

control.

In the ICES structure, the school districts clearly are the most

independent of the units. The district plays the crucial role in the

9



success of the interl htp. Al one Of the interns wore seleeled

by the employing school d [ t ict to participate in ICES. The district

provides the tting for the Internship experiences. It - the interns

interctctiunu with other adminINtrators and the kinds or tanks they are

allowed tct ttndert ake that COM/ ttle the MI t 3or ICES expo lenctj. ln the

future, some interns may

'tie! t in th ir

employed as adminis ;ors or, in oth-

. Even those A- gall to leave their

districts rely heavily on the rceommeml and communications

tworks of their ernting adsfl I tr;ttors. Thu, the succe

the program at every stare de _ds on the school district.

However, the districts do not depend on the ICES staff to the

name ext

or have worked with adminis ative interns in the past tnd consequently,

le districts have ctpt rated their own intern programs,

may not need the expertise of the ICES Executive Committee. Their

faculties can take the cour.sewc rk for certification without ICES.

The only component that the districts lot supply themselves or from

other sources are the stipends paid to the interns for sui school

aid the funds provided interns during ei_ internship year.

Districts may see some demands from other units. as interference.

A likely area of conflict is that between university requirements and

school district needs and preferences. Allocation of academic cred

for intern activities, the university's residence requirements, and

reporting requ for internships may create conflict. The intern

who must meet the demands from both organizations faces role conflict.

Under such conditions, the intern is most likely to resolve this conflict

10



is by Ail.ring first priority to the distr i rs ty

and district representative

boo eotpin
Ile project e emplif ie f

be senaiti-Ne t -o thAs prey

couiPleld eyten:111 <Weick) 197 4),

A loosely ccupled system corists of urr it=e wThich ret4in their indivitbual

identity and are logically or physi 1L ep ra e f- other elernerita

These -units may be added or wivhdrat, n MTh tl a srlfstelta iri--thaut disrupting

it ser_ioosly.

ICE5 _lane coupled termousLy to cemtra cLttiv

Corm:nit tee. As described above, tbe Corn tttee comsis is of r epresent4tie

of the participating uffii_Nrer it r, the state urlibrulla zdno-nistrator

organ and the state department a1 eoucatdon and the aoorn-ditiater,

The test cooperating sari or l dis ri is aro jointed to t]e otrtmture by

lit tle mgr than the good will of their- kdrnivlisr_ ricl board

Tliere are no organization wide sturturs t-o reduce ambiguity..

The project has been able to establish Isa geenenal le oiicie

or procedures that apply to all parts e.f the sys tern. Eoclr intern and

each d is ri t is treat ed as a separate ckse, e preje t tas no fcrroAl

author o-ve pa ieipat

influi tce results from perstia

1 cl di&trietm or int -ernes. Any

Leone coupling produced initial: frimtraTtio at~isae ti n

the preject and stre s for the interne , Manny e,cpec -led to see clear

authority relationships and quick decisic)ns, WK en the pro jee t did not

get filial deeigil s of iritern placement in tie d istr.d.et before the iid

f the school year, participant anxiety tneraasa di

11
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Veak- lnformal System

Because the project's components are sa aTa ed by considerable

distances, a cohesive informal system has not developed. Interaction_

between participants is infrequent. Interaction among several cow meats

is even less corninon. There are few oppo ities for face to

interaction. Consequently, members of the organization do not develop

the informal relationships and mutual understandings which allow indt-vid-

vials to predict outcomes and, in some cases, to establish a basis for

mutual trust.

Project Conflict

Ambiguous goals and diverse perspectives, the liabilities of new Hess,

the project's short life and marginality, participant overload, um equal

dependence, loose coupling and a weak infoamal system create a setting

in which ambiguity and potential for conflict are high, and in. which

there are few organization wide mechanisms av ilable to reduce ambiguity

and resolve conflict.

During the first ten months, some disco rd and dissension oceured .

The difficulty dn. hiring a coordinator has beet noted. As intern

assignments were discussed, varied perspectives on the kinds of

experiences interns should have emerged. .Yrojoct staff suggested that

Interns have at lee ne defined area of Tesponsibility in which the

intern could initiate and implement a course of action that resulted in

a "product." Building Level administrators e e unenthusiastic about

this requirement, as they often could not define anything extra that

needed to be done and were unwilling to ralinqvish authority for ny

12



existing activities. They argued that nothing substantive could be done,

and interns' time would be spent more usefully in learning the day

day routine of building administration.

Administrators responsible for working with interns in their home

districts differed over the need for depth versus breadth of experience.

Central office administrators tended to stress the importance of

breadth of experience. They argued that the internship provides an

opportunity to gain an overview of a district, its problems, and the

full scope of administrative tasks. Individuals who enter administration

-without an internship rarely have initial exposure to districtwide

concerns. In contrast, building level administrators tended to stress

the importance of depth of experience. They perceived the internship

as an opportunity for an individual to assume e responsibility for many

activities in a school. Some defined the position as similar to that of

assistant principal. From this perspective, involving interns in any

tivities which remove them from the building reduces the principal

willingness to assign meaningful responsibilities to the intern.

Consequently, as they began to plan their year, interns faced role conflict.

By the end of the project's first year, disagreements were less

evident. interns were working in their districts with little role

conflict. No dissention was apparent within the Executive Committee.

The project's objectives were being met and activities occured as

scheduled. The initial disagreement and predicted conflicts were not

evident. Ex_ inatioa of interaction and decision making suggested that

loose iloupling among organizational elements serves to reduce conflict.



o e C 11 and Conflict Reduction

Interaction among participants in the project became even less

frequent than during the initial months. The Executive Comnitte has

met as a group in the past ten months. No .choices have been defined

as relevant to all members of the committee. Instead, choices have been

made unilaterally by the director or coordinator after consultation

with the app Pr e member of the committee.

Formal occasions for group meetings are rare. Dw "intern breakfasts"

attended by it and cooperating administrators have been held at the

annual statewide administrators' conventions. Though some. project

information is given participants, these meetings are primarily social

occasions. During the summer interns, some of their cooperating

administrators, and project staff met. These sessions were a mix of

socializing, meetings between individual interns and administrators

and question and answer sessions. One group problem solving activity,

a discussion of ways to limit intern role conflict, occured.

A project advisory council brings together individuals familiar

with equity issues and education. This group has met twice during the

project's eighteen month existence,

Administrators in the cooperating school districts have made the

decisions about intern placement and activities. In only two cases

was the director involved in placement decisions; in one case his role

was to recommend guidelines, and in the other he played an active part

because of his close ties with district administrators.

The interns' specific activities have been determined by each intern

14



and the administrators 'h whom she works directly. The coordinator

provided a framework of suggested activities and project requirements.

Although all intevs receive academic credit for intern activities, these

activities were determined with little reference to the director or

other faculty members.

Even within districts administrators tend to couple elements

the e _ships loosely. Where interns divide-their time bet-

schools and central office, administrators often have scheduled the

year so that there is little need for joint decision making. The most

popular schedule Outs the intern in one setting at a time so that she is

only responsible to one administrator at any given moment. Only one

intern has attempted to combine central office and building level

activities for the entire year. Originally, the project had suggested

that each intern form a "support team" of individuals from different

areas and levels in the district to give the intern access to people

throughout the district and to help with planning and evaluation of

intern projects and responsibilities. In practice, this team serves

the intended functions only in small districts where the intern already

knew administrators across the district and/or where the internship is

concentrated i.n the central office. In the largest districts, where the

support team would be most useful to the intern, such a group either

has not been fo_ed or does not meet.

Choices have been made by those most directly involved in an issue.

As a result, interns and cooperating administrators are satisfied. The

tial ambiguity and anxiety surrounding their participation has been

15
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resolved. With minimal role conflict and with a clear understanding

of their responsibilities interns have worked enthusiastically and effec-

tively at their administrative tasks. The coordinator's visits to

participating districts serve the function of "ceremonial congratulation"

(Willower and Guthrie, 1973). Meetings between coordinator, intern and

administrators maintain the sense of belonging to a common organization

and of participating in a mutual endeavor. Such interactions help to

maintain the project as a "social reality" for interns and administrators

As interns work energetically in their districts, they postpone

project and university requirements. The more deeply involved in admin-

istrative activiti interns have become, the less conscientiously they

have attended to required reports of their activities. Those doing

Masters theses have postponed topic selection and research as long as

possible. They have not identified thesis topics which directly relate

to their administrative responsibilities. They have defined academic

requirements as separate from their administrative activities.

Project components were loosely coupled to the Executive Committee

and to each other ilk the original design. However, participants

appear to have consciously furthur loosened attachments to reduce both

ambiguity and conflict. Whether measured by interaction rates, number

of shared decisions, interdependence, or authority relationships, coupling

has become weaker than assumed in the project's original structure.

Linkages are affective -- commitment to individual interns and general

good will--rather than task related.

This loose coupling has allowed, the organization to persist where

16



conflict otherwise would have disrupted it. In addition, it has reduced

the initial ambiguity which frustrated interns and, to a lesser extent,

of the cooperating administrators. Without taking other project

element account, interns and their cooperating administrators have

been able to negotiate satisfactory work arrangements and clarify roles

and responsibilities.

This analysis suggests that in organizations where potential for

conflict is high, formal conflict reducing structures (such as a

hierarchy of authority) are absent, and participants lack time

opportunity to negotiate organizati n-wide agreements, components will

be loosely coupled to any central unit and to each other. Loose coupling

also will allow participants to define their roles, responsiblities,

and relationships clearly and to maintain enthusiasm for their immediate

tasks. When participants look to a central authority to reduce ambiguity

and resolve conflict, they are disappointed, and they may report

dissatisfaction, frustration and job related stress. A central unit

authority cannot meet thoge expectations. Loose coupling enables

a conflict-prone organization to pers
.

t and to meet its objectives.

However, loose coupling also entails costs to the organization. The

data from Project ICES contradict Weickis assertion that administrative

costs should be low in a loosely coupled system. When administrators

must make decisions with individual units serially, administrative costs

will be higher than in organizations where standardlied procedures or

group decision making can be used. project administrators spend considerable

time in co unication with other participants in order to maintain the

17



organization. Consequently, the project's major expenses consist of

administrative salaries and travel and communication costs.

This finding should not be surprising. Other studies have found

that the size of the administrative component of an organization cro

as the number of places in which work is performed increases, as role

specialization differentiation increase (Anderson and Warkov, 1961),

and as both subordinates' and supervisors' task complexity increase

(Bell, 1967). It seems probable that many loosely coupled systems will

be characterized by specialized and differentiated roles, task complexity

and multiple work locations. When activities do not require coordination,

the task of administration becomes continuing the social construction of

reality. The face to face interactions and frequent ceremonial eon-

gratulations involved in the social construction of reality are expensive.

Conclusions

The loosely coupled system has proved to be an effective structure

for achieving Project ICES objectives. It allows flexible response to

diverse client needs and career goals. It has accommodated a wide

variety of school district policies and procedures. It has had a

significant impact on the lives and careers of most interns.

However, the structure proved inadequate to resolve conflicts,

reduce stress, and clarify ambiguity during the initial phases of the

project. Consequently, components moved to loosen further their

connections with the project. This strategy avoided conflicts and allowed

problems to be resolved one at a ti.

The experience in Project ICES suggests that the demands on project
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administrators are even greater than in an organization where elements

are more tightly coupled by authority relationships, shared activities,

interdependence, or interaction. During the project's initial stages,

these demands are especially great. It is crucial that all central

administration positions be filled when the organization is scheduled

to begin its tasks. Administrative resources would be more effectively

allocated if concentrated at the beginning stages of such an organization.

At this stage, the liabilities of netiness are greatest. To overcome

them, eXtra resources must be spent to establish a social system.

The final impact of this organization on the participating agencies

and on education in the state an of be assessed until Project ICES

has been completed; however the project already has had an impact.

Although the loosely coupled system cannot effect great change on its

components directly, the organization promotes change indirectly. The

involvement of opinion leaders in a successful and popular program already

seems to have increased interest in administrative internships throughout

the state. Administrator requests about continuing the program and

enthusiasm about contributions interns have made in their districts has

led the university and the United School Administrators to plan a more

permanent administrative internship program Thus it appears likely that

some elements of Project ICES will remain coupled even after federal

funds are terminated.
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